
At Flaming Gorge
Reservoir

by Dave Gibson

Referring to any landlocked sock-

eye salmon, kokanee salmon were

given their name by native people

of the Okanagan River Basin in

Washington. Found in two

provinces, Alaska, New York, and

eleven western states, they are a

much sought after game fish

renowned as healthful and deli-

cious table fare. The ninety mile

long Flaming Gorge Reservoir, in

southwestern Wyoming and north-

eastern Utah, contains a thriving

population of kokanee as well as

many other species including lake

trout as big as fifty pounds. The

best time to target the trophy trout

is after “ice-out” in April. Summer

and autumn are generally more

conducive for salmon.

Based out of the Lucerne Valley

Marina, Manila, UT, coast guard

certified Monty Thurgood of

Monty’s Fishing Service, 801-430-

0232, www.montysfishing.com

offers full and half day fishing

charters. I’d scheduled three half

days fishing when I met him and

his $100,000.00 aluminum jet boat

“Teaser” at the launch. At forty

mph and only two thirds of the

throttle, we reached the fishing

grounds above the old river chan-

nel in a matter of a few minutes.

The sonar showed fish holding at

35 and 60 feet of water. Those at

35 ft. were salmon and the deeper

fish lake trout. We set our down-

riggers at 35 feet and began

trolling in hopes of catching our

limit of two salmon apiece before

trying for lake trout. Before long,

one of the poles jerked with a “fish

on.” I grabbed the rod and began

reeling which was the wrong

response. Kokanee feed on zoo-

plankton and have extremely soft

mouths. When they strike the lure,

they are defending their territory –

not trying to swallow the bait.

With the continual forward move-

ment of the boat, and the drag on

the reel set tightly, it wasn’t neces-

sary to bring the fish in quickly.

With one salmon lost we hooked

into another with the same result.

On my third fish I brought him to

the boat as gingerly as I could.

Safely netted, it was a beautiful

light pink male kokanee salmon!

With the spawn approaching, its

back was humped and jaw hooked

with a hint of green coloration on

the head, gill plates, and tail. He

weighed 3 pounds, 10 ounces. We

would hookup with a dozen fish

and attain our quota of salmon.

The following day Captain Monty

confidently proclaimed that

prospects were good for fishing.

He said that at the onset of every

excursion. To that point I had no

reason to disbelieve him! An area

below an oil pipeline suspension

bridge produced results before so

we returned to the same spot.

Trolling at around the depth as we

had previously for salmon, our

first fish onboard was unexpected-

ly a 4 lb. lake trout! The only trout

that I’ve ever seen with a forked

tail, its pectoral, pelvic and anal

fins were orange, trimmed in

white, reminiscent of a brook

trout’s. Golden speckles covered

its brownish-green body and

rotund belly. Shortly thereafter a

spunky silvery female kokanee

was landed. The “bite” seemed

more aggressive and only a few

got off the hook that day. When the

almost non-stop action ended, we

had released a number of fish and

bagged four salmon, four lake

trout, and two rainbow trout! A

highly successful morning by any

measure, at the cleaning station,

the captain filleted our catch as

pronghorn antelope grazed nearby

on the irrigated grass of the park.

The last day fished more like the

first than the second. With only

two “kokes” in the live well, most-

ly due to my insistence, we

dropped our dodger and plastic

squid imitation to greater depths in

search of lake trout. My guide try-

ing his best to get me into the fish,

veering a bit too close to shore, the

leaded ball on one of the downrig-

gers got hung up on the rocks.

Fifteen minutes past, maneuvering

the vessel and yanking the line

every which way couldn’t free the

weight. The captain’s face wrought

with displeasure, he showed

remarkable restraint merely half-

heartedly throwing his towel down

when he finally gave up and cut

the line. Portending the end of our

outing and satisfied in the experi-

ence, the trophy lake trout would

have to wait until spring.

Fishing for the mighty Kokanee Salmon
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